
Brazos Golf Association at Phillips Event Center 

Scottish Scramble 

June 23, 2019 beginning at 11:30 a.m. 

Play is Individual stroke play and is governed by the Rules of Golf of the United States Golf Association                   

(USGA) and by the following local rules.  

  

1.                Two Person Scottish Scramble 

● For pars the players play the same tee that they played the previous hole. When the team                 

makes a birdie or better each player moves back a tee. When the team makes a bogey each                  

player moves up a tee. If one player cannot move up or back but the partner can move then the                    

partner moves until neither player can move. 

2. Teams will be flighted by the handicap of the better player. 

3.                Putts must be inside the leather to be conceded. 

4. Bunkers 

● Bunkers will be played lift, rake, and place. 

5.  Handicap 
Players will receive strokes based on their tournament handicap index. Team handicap will be 25% of                

the total of the two players. 
6. Hazards: 

Red stakes and lines indicate lateral water hazards. In the absence of either the beginning of                

the crest shall determine the edge of the hazard. 

Out of Bounds The inside edge of white stakes determine the OB line. The player may choose                 

either of 2 options. Option 1: Replay the ball from its original location adding one penalty                

stroke. Option 2: Drop the ball in the fairway no nearer the hole where the ball went out of                   

bounds with a 2 stroke penalty. 

7.                Embedded ball: 

● Relief provided through the green 

8.                14-club limit is not in effect.  

10.         Scoring: The maximum score is a bogey. 

● The top gross and net scores will be awarded. One third of each flight will be awarded. 

● Ties will be broken by scorecard playoff. All scorecard tie breaks will be determined              

using the USGA tie breaker. (Last 9, last 6, last 3, hole #18, 4-9, 7-9, hole #9, coin flip) 

  

Write down gross scores only.  

  

If there are any questions about a ruling or procedure, mark the position and play a                

provisional ball in addition to the original ball. 


